
Extraordinary Entrances





The entrance door is a defining feature of your home, and can often make a strong 
and lasting impression. At Kolbe, our craftspeople create each door by hand to match 
your vision, for a custom entryway that expresses your style. With our large selection of 
wood and aluminum clad doors, you are sure to find the perfect product to complete 
your design. 

Make a Grand Entrance
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From traditional or contemporary to simple or over-the-
top door designs, Kolbe will help you create an entrance 
that truly reflects your unique vision. With numerous  
configurations and endless possibilities, you can create 
a one-of-a-kind entrance door that reflects your style 
and personality. 

Personalize Your Home
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If you enjoy the sleek look of a contemporary entrance, 
Kolbe has the solutions to make a simple statement that 
complements the rest of your home. Embrace the view with 
unique glass configurations, clean lines and narrow frames.

Create a Modern Entryway
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With an extensive selection of finishing touches, Kolbe 
offers many options for traditional door styles. We can 
create custom doors for historic renovations, adding 
exterior casings, brickmouldings and accessories to 
replicate styles from all eras for a door design that stands 
the test of time.

Honor History & Style
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Entrance doors are available in single, double and French 
units, for more illumination or wider openings. Highlight 
your entrance with decorative hardware or specialty glass 
for a truly one-of-a-kind look.

Expand Your Entryway
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If a custom silhouette helps you express your 
style, Kolbe can help! Our flexible designs allow 
you to create a custom shaped door or entryway 
that adds drama and highlights the architectural 
details of your home.

Shape Up Your Entrance
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Customize your door with sidelites or transoms – or a 
combination of both – to add more light and warmth to 
your entrance. Increase airflow with operating sidelites 
that create a wider opening for ventilation.

Illuminate Your Design
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Add depth to your entrance door with various panel 
options. Choose from a traditional design or create a 
custom pattern to accentuate the overall appearance 
of your entryway. With multiple wood species, styles, 
shapes and sizes to choose from, the opportunities for 
personalization are nearly endless.

Add Dimension to Your Door
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Showcase finely crafted glass for a beautiful, welcoming 
entrance. Choose from a variety of divided lite sizes and 
styles to add detail and elegance, or create a custom 
pattern for an even more personal touch.

Use Patterns to Add Distinction 
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Kolbe has an extensive selection of glass, finishes and 
hardware to complete your door. Choose from our vast 
array of interior and exterior finishes, or create a custom 
color for a signature statement.

Select Magnificent Finishing Touches
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Entrance doors can be modified for high performance or 
even impact performance. Whether you are looking for 
enhanced energy efficiency or resistance to hurricanes, 
Kolbe offers products that withstand the conditions of 
any climate. 

Upgrade to High Performance
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Kolbe offers a multitude of glass, wood species, frame and trim options to ensure 
that every door makes an impression. Choose from an expansive selection of interior 
and exterior finishes, or create your own custom color for a signature statement. To 
complete the look, a large array of hardware styles and finishes is available to make 
your entry extraordinary.

Options & Accessories
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Doors
Kolbe offers unique product lines designed to meet specific 
architectural and aesthetic needs. Each has its own distinct 
advantages and characteristics, while simultaneously 
offering numerous options for customization.

Ultra Series 
Kolbe’s Ultra Series doors are finished with extruded aluminum cladding to 
create a look that has both classic style and modern durability. The high quality 
exterior cladding recreates the profile and details of wood doors, while a wood 
interior is perfect for historical or contemporary projects. Options are available 
for coastal areas requiring hurricane impact performance.*

• Inswing & outswing entrance doors
• Commercial doors

Heritage Series 
Kolbe’s Heritage Series doors are carefully crafted with a wood interior and 
exterior, making it possible to create architecturally intricate and historically 
accurate details. The exterior may be finished with a latex primer, or coated with 
K-Kron II – a durable exterior finish that enhances and preserves the look of wood 
doors. Modifications are available for coastal areas requiring hurricane impact 
performance.*

• Inswing & outswing entrance doors
• Commercial doors

Additional Doors & Functionality
Kolbe offers additional doors that can be used for entrances to complete your 
project. Functionality options are also available to expand your design, including 
operational sidelites that are vented or hinged, or pivot doors with specialized 
hardware.

• Craftsman collection doors
• Fiberglass doors
• Pivot doors
• Operational sidelites

VistaLuxe® C o l l e c t i o n 
Developed with architects for designs that require clean lines and large 
expanses of glass, VistaLuxe Collection doors offer clean lines and slim stiles 
and rails to maximize viewing areas. An extruded aluminum exterior provides 
low-maintenance durability, while a wood interior proves that modern design 
can be warm and organic. 

• Inswing & outswing entrance doors
• Commercial doors

* Impact options are not available on all products. Please ask your dealer for more information.
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Ultra Series  
The Ultra Series extruded aluminum clad frame can be used for Ultra Series and 
Heritage Series door panels, and matches Ultra Series windows for a consistent 
look. As standard, the frame is finished with a 70% PVDF fluoropolymer finish that  
resists chalking and fading over time, and is offered in our extensive color selection  
(see pg. 35). Accessory grooves are integral to the frame for the easy addition of 
extruded trims. Numerous brickmoulds are available as well (see pg. 32).

VistaLuxe® C o l l e c t i o n 
The VistaLuxe Collection extruded aluminum clad frame is offered in two different 
exterior frame styles for door panels – Flush and Accent – and matches VistaLuxe 
Collection windows for a seamless look. As standard, the frame is finished with a 
70% PVDF fluoropolymer finish offered in our extensive color selection (see pg. 35).

Heritage Series 
The Heritage Series wood frame can be used for Ultra Series and Heritage Series 
door panels, and matches Heritage Series windows for a traditional look. As 
standard, the exterior is finished with a latex primer, or may be coated with K-Kron 
II – a durable finish that enhances and preserves the look of wood doors. Heritage 
Series frames come standard with 1-15/16" brickmould; other casings are available 
(see pg. 33).

Frames
Kolbe’s Ultra Series extruded aluminum clad frames can be 
used for both Ultra Series and Heritage Series door panels, 
while VistaLuxe Collection frames are exclusive to VistaLuxe 
Collection doors.
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Inswing Sidelite
Sash Designs

Full Lite 1W5H 
Pattern

1 Lite over
1 Panel, 8" 
Cross Rail

at 40" 

1 Lite over
1 Panel, 4-5/8" 

Cross Rail
at 30" 

1 Lite over
1 Panel, 4-5/8" 

Cross Rail
at 24" 

Premier Sash Designs

Full Lite 2W5H 
Pattern

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40"

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40"

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40" with 

3W3H Pattern

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 30" 

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 30" 

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 24" 

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 24" 

Premier Sash Designs

Full Lite 2W5H 
Pattern

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40"

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40"

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

8" Cross Rail 
at 40" with 

3W3H Pattern

6 Panels*
Available for 

Heritage Series 
only

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 30" 

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 30" 

1 Lite over 1 
Panel, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 24" 

1 Lite over 2 
Panels, 

4-5/8" Cross 
Rail at 24" 

Not all panel designs are available in all sizes and series.
Not all panel designs are shown; see your local Kolbe dealer for further assistance.

Standard panel designs, which are just the beginning of our 
custom capabilities, are available in VistaLuxe Collection and Ultra 
Series extruded aluminum clad and Heritage Series wood doors. 
Expand your design with operating sidelites that are vented or 
hinged, allowing even more of the outdoors inside. Below are 
various panel and sidelite designs to choose from when creating 
your entrance door, or challenge us with your own design.

Panel & Sidelite Designs
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Square panels and glass lites

Square panels and arch-top glass lites

Square, beaded 2-panel Arch-top beaded 2-panel Square 2-panel Arch-top 2 panel

PA 4661-6 PA 4662-3 PA 4662-6 PA 4982PA 4661-3

PR 4661-6 PR 4662-3 PR 4662-6 PR 4982PR 4661-3

PL 4082 S 4082 T 4082R 4082

Craftsman Door Panel Designs

Panels with Rectangular Glass Lites
Square panels and glass lites

Square panels and arch-top glass lites

Square, beaded 2-panel Arch-top beaded 2-panel Square 2-panel Arch-top 2 panel

PA 4661-6 PA 4662-3 PA 4662-6 PA 4982PA 4661-3

PR 4661-6 PR 4662-3 PR 4662-6 PR 4982PR 4661-3

PL 4082 S 4082 T 4082R 4082

Panels with Arch-Top Glass Lites

Craftsman sidelites

PAS 4661-1 PAS 4661-2 PAS 4662-1 PAS 4662-2 PAS 4982

Craftsman Sidelite Panel Designs

Square,  
Beaded 2-Panel

Square  
2-Panel

Arch-Top  
2-Panel

Arch-Top,  
Beaded 2-Panel

Square panels and glass lites

Square panels and arch-top glass lites

Square, beaded 2-panel Arch-top beaded 2-panel Square 2-panel Arch-top 2 panel

PA 4661-6 PA 4662-3 PA 4662-6 PA 4982PA 4661-3

PR 4661-6 PR 4662-3 PR 4662-6 PR 4982PR 4661-3

PL 4082 S 4082 T 4082R 4082

NOTE:  Not all panel designs are available in all sizes.
Not all panel designs are shown; see your local Kolbe dealer for further assistance.

Craftsman Doors
As standard, inswing entrance and Craftsman inswing doors feature Gold-painted adjustable hinges. Outswing 
entrance and Craftsman outswing doors feature Bright Brass 4” x 4” non-adjustable hinges with 1/4” radius 
corners. Handle sets, boring or locking systems are not standard on entrance doors.
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Sills

Weep Sill 
} Standard Bronze Anodized finish for Ultra Series and Heritage Series  
   inswing entrance doors 
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

Adjustable Sill
}  Optional Bronze or Clear Anodized finish for Ultra Series and Heritage Series 

inswing entrance doors where sill performance is less of a concern

Wood Sill  
} Optional Oak or Mahogany wood species for Ultra Series and Heritage Series 
Not recommended for use in high moisture conditions or where sill performance is required

VistaLuxe® C o l l e c t i o n  Sill
} Standard Bronze Anodized sill for VistaLuxe Collection inswing entrance doors
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

Inswing Entrance Door Sills

Bumper Sill
}  Standard Bronze Anodized finish for Ultra Series and Heritage Series 

outswing entrance doors
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

Wood Sill
} Optional Oak or Mahogany wood species for Ultra Series and Heritage Series
Not recommended for use in high moisture conditions

VistaLuxe® C o l l e c t i o n  Sill
} Standard Bronze Anodized sill for VistaLuxe Collection outswing entrance doors
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

Outswing Entrance Door Sills

Sill with Thermal Break for Inswing & Outswing Doors
} For projects in cold climates that require ADA-compliant sills for VistaLuxe   
   Collection, Ultra Series and Heritage Series
} Standard Bronze Anodized finish 
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

Sill without Thermal Break for Inswing & Outswing Doors
} For projects that require ADA-compliant sills for Ultra Series and Heritage Series 
} Standard Bronze Anodized finish 
} Optional Clear Anodized finish

ADA-Compliant Sills

Various types of sills are available for both inswing and 
outswing doors, with attractive finish choices. ADA-Compliant 
sills offer a flush surface for easier access. Contact your Kolbe 
dealer to determine the products best suited to your needs.
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Not all glass is available on all series. Please contact your Kolbe dealer for product specifics.
 LoE insulating glass with a stainless steel spacer bar carries a 20-year warranty. Not all glass options listed have the same glass warranty.  
Please contact your supplier for details.

Glass

Kolbe entrance doors feature various glass options that provide the perfect combination of energy savings and year-
round comfort. In addition to meeting efficiency requirements, we also offer a selection of specialized glass to enhance 
aesthetic and décor. Some available options are listed below.

Adding glass to your entrance door can help bring in natural 
light, open up spaces, and make your entryway unique. Kolbe 
entrance doors with glass use tempered, insulating glass with 
argon gas as standard. Modifications are available for coastal 
areas requiring hurricane impact performance.*

* Impact options are not available on all products. Please ask your dealer for more information.

Specialty Glass 
Kolbe offers tinted, colored or 
patterned glass for shading, privacy, 
or visual interest. Customize your 
windows with beveled glass, etched 
glass, leaded glass, and caming 
options to match your home’s style 
and create a special accent. Ask your 
dealer for details.

Laminated 
Benefits include safety, security, sound 
control and provides the ultimate in UV 
blockage.

Impact
Glazing utilized to withstand harsh 
environmental conditions, especially 
in coastal regions. Combined with an 
impact product, this product offers 
the highest level of security.
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Expand the character of your home or project by adding one 
of our divided lite options to your doors. Choose anything from 
a traditional, colonial style pattern to a unique, custom design 
to accentuate the overall appearance of your project. Kolbe's 
meticulous attention to detail is essential to perfect alignment and 
an exact fit of each individual element of the divided lite pattern.

Performance Divided Lites
Kolbe’s performance divided lite (PDL) glazing system gives the appearance of true divided lites without sacrificing energy 
efficiency. Extruded aluminum bars are adhered to the exterior and pine bars are adhered to the interior of the single lite of 
insulating glass. Aesthetically pleasing spacer bars are installed within the insulating glass unit. Together, these bars create 
the illusion of true divided lites. PDL bars are available in 5/8", 7/8", 1-1/8", 1-3/8", 1-3/4", 2-1/4" or 4-1/2" bar widths. The 
exterior finish of the aluminum bars will match the exterior finish on the unit. Variations on the PDL option may include 
custom grille patterns, custom bar widths or no spacer bars. Some designs may have a composite material for the exterior 
and interior PDL bars.

True Divided Lites
True divided lites (TDL) are available only for Heritage Series wood doors, and are often used in restorations requiring 
historical accuracy. TDL are individual panes of glass held in place with wood bars. The horizontal and vertical, colonial-
style wood TDL bars use interlocking half-lap joints. Profile shadow lines enhance the warm, richness of the wood on 
both the interior and exterior. The exterior finish on the bars will match the exterior finish of the unit. TDL options 
include custom patterns and bar widths, other wood species and interior stain or paint finishes. Depending on glass 
options chosen, standard bar widths are available in 7/8” or 1-1/8”. TDL glass units are not filled with argon gas.

Glazing Beads
Glazing beads are available with a choice of beveled, 
ovolo or square profiles.

Divided Lites

Beveled Ovolo Square

Kolbe offers two types of divided lites for entrance doors: performance divided lites and true divided lites. Choose from a 
beveled, ovolo or square profile. Numerous bar widths are available as well, from 5/8" to 4-1/2". Custom sizes and patterns 
can help give your door the perfect finishing touch.

Beveled SquareOvolo
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Ultra Series

Accentuate the beauty of your entrance doors 
with Kolbe’s exterior brickmoulds and casings. In 
addition to the casings shown below, various sill 
nosings can be applied to enhance the overall 
appearance and to create the perfect look. Custom 
brickmoulds and casings are available as well; talk 
to your local Kolbe dealer for more information.

Brickmoulds  
& Casings

1-15/16” brickmould

3-1/2” flat casing 3-1/2” flat casing 
with backband

3-1/2” beaded casing

2” flat casing

Pavilion brickmould

Bull nose casing

Ogee casing

3-1/2” profiled brickmould

Historic brickmould

Stucco trim casing

1-5/8” brickmould
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Heritage Series

1-15/16” brickmould

3-1/2” flat casing 3-1/2" profiled brickmould 3-1/2" flat casing 
with backband

3-1/2” profiled brickmould 
with backband

2” beaded casing

4” flat casing

3-1/2” beaded casing

1-15/16” flat casing 
with backband

5-1/2” flat casing

Prospect casing

1-15/16” flat casing
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Fir

Maple

CherryAlder

Interior Wood Species
We craft Ultra Series, Heritage Series, and VistaLuxe Collection doors from 
a variety of wood species. If a special wood species will enhance the 
beauty of your project, we’ll do our best to achieve your vision. The Forest 
Stewardship Council® (FSC®)-certified wood species are also available for green 
building projects (FSC® license code FSC-C019541).

Pine

Walnut MahoganyBamboo Oak

Finish Options

Misty Gray

Spiced WalnutSunset OakCherry

Red Wheat Light Oak 998

Interior Finish Options
For units that are ready to install upon delivery, most of Kolbe’s 
wood doors can be prefinished on the interior with one of the 
water-based stains or paints shown. Stained units are given 
two coats of satin finish clear sealer. Because our interior 
finishes are water-based, low-VOC stains and paints, you 
can rest assured you’ve made an environmentally conscious 
decision. Custom colors are also available. Wheat

Ebony

Silk Ivory Tusk
Natural 
CottonAbalone

Coffee Bean Library Red Chestnut

Ultra Pure
WhiteBright White

Printed images of wood species and stain options will vary from actual product colors. Selections should be made based on color 
samples available from your Kolbe dealer. Stain colors are shown on pine. A double coat clear finish is also offered. Since no two trees 
are identical, wood can be expected to differ both in color and graining. These factors will influence the stain’s final color.
Color-matched interior paint is available through any Sherwin-Williams retail store in the United States and Canada. 

Coal BlackGraystone
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Exterior Finish Options
Heritage Series doors may be coated on the exterior with latex 
primer or K-Kron II – a durable exterior finish that enhances   
and preserves the look of wood doors. Kolbe’s Ultra Series and 
VistaLuxe Collection clad products are finished on the exterior with 
a commercial-grade, 70% PVDF fluoropolymer coating that meets 
the highest specifications in the industry. This finish carries up to 
a 30-year warranty, and many color options (as well as custom 
colors) are available for design flexibility. In addition, a variety of mica 
and anodized finishes are available for Ultra Series and VistaLuxe 
Collection clad products.

†Bronze, Onyx, Coal Black, Midnight, and Corbeau are not available for Heritage Series products.
Some options for our products may have limited color offerings or may incur a nominal charge. Check with your Kolbe dealer for further details on pricing and availability.
 Printed images of exterior finishes may vary slightly from actual colors. Selections should be made based on actual color samples available from your Kolbe dealer.
There is a “color range” with anodized colors. That is, there is an acceptable “light” to “dark” color range that can be experienced on any job.  
According to AAMA 611-98 specifications, Section 8.3, the range may be up to 5 Delta E’s. We can provide from our anodized vendor color samples  
of this color range if requested. The color range is due to numerous variables which include (but are not limited to) the shape of the parts, alloy  
variations and time in the anodizing process. This could mean that a panel part may appear slightly different in color than a frame part. This is/will  
be acceptable. Even the samples that may be provided may vary from the final product due to the variables. You must be aware of this as this will  
be considered acceptable.  

M
ic
a A
no
di
ze
d

Silverstorm 
Mica

Galaxy Silver 
Mica

Black 
Anodized

Mudpie

Gingersnap

Onyx†

Corbeau†

Cider

Cosmic Gray 
Mica

Papaya

Nutmeg

Truffle

Coal Black†

Sapphire

Copper 
Canyon

Roma

Sahara

Rustic

Steel Gray

Anchor Gray

Green Tea 
Leaf

Night Sky 
Mica

Create 
Your 
Color

Alabaster

Cloud

Abalone Camel

White

Spiced Vinegar

Smokestack

Timberwolf

Mediterranean

Mystic Ivy

Champagne 
Anodized

Dark Bronze 
Anodized

Natural 
Cotton

Shale

Castlerock

Emerald Isle

Hartford 
Green

Clear 
Anodized

Beige

Shadow

Slate

Lunar

Basil

Khaki

Bronze†

Midnight†

Coastal Storm

Maize

Chutney

Ultra Pure 
White
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Hardware
To truly customize your entrance door, Kolbe offers an array of 
lever handle styles that are engineered for function as well as 
aesthetic. With multi- and single-point locks, these decorative 
handle sets are available in numerous styles and finishes to 
coordinate with your décor. Keyed handle sets are optional.

*The Oil-rubbed finish is a living finish, which means that it will change appearance over time with use.
†PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) finish is an application over the color which helps protect the hardware against tarnishing, peeling and cracking.
††The Dallas handle set is only available in Bright Brass PVD, Satin Nickel PVD, Matte Black, Rustic Umber, Smoky Gray PVD and Matte Black/Brushed Gold.
Printed images of hardware finishes will vary slightly from actual colors. Not all hardware colors are available on all hardware options.  
Selections should be made based on color samples available from your Kolbe dealer.

The following handle styles are available as an option for entrance doors, in the finishes shown below. 

Toronto
(Shown in 

Satin Nickel PVD†)

München
(Shown in 

Antique Brass)

Verona
(Shown in  

Oil-Rubbed*)

Dallas††

(Shown in 
Smoky Gray PVD†)

Dallas
(Shown in 

Matte Black/Brushed Gold 
with keyed cylinder)Oil-Rubbed* Rustic Umber

Matte Black

Bright Brass PVD† Antique Brass Satin Nickel PVD†

Antique Nickel PVD†

Smoky Gray PVD†
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Kolbe has partnered with Baldwin Hardware to provide decorative entrance door handle sets that coordinate with 
luxurious décor. Multi-point locking hardware and weather-resistant stainless steel operator parts and hardware 
channels are available, as well as keyed handle sets. Baldwin handle sets are available in the styles shown below, 
in the following finishes: Bright Brass PVD†, Satin Brass PVD†, Antique Brass, Satin Nickel PVD†, Brushed Chrome, 
Antique Nickel, Oil-Rubbed*, Rustic Umber, Matte Black, and Distressed Smoky Gray.

Boulder
(shown in Rustic Umber)

Lakeshore
(shown in Satin Nickel PVD†)

Bristol
(shown in Satin Brass PVD†)

Richland
(shown in Antique Nickel)

Cody
(shown in Oil-Rubbed*)

Santa Monica
(shown in Brushed Chrome)

Concord
(shown in Antique Brass)

Kensington
(shown in Bright Brass PVD†)

Baldwin® Hardware

*The Oil-Rubbed finish is a living finish, which means that it will change appearance over time with use.
†PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) finish is an application over the color which helps protect the hardware against tarnishing, peeling and cracking.
Printed images of hardware finishes will vary slightly from actual colors. Not all hardware colors are available on all hardware options.  
Selections should be made based on color samples available from your Kolbe dealer.

Electronic Locks
Don’t worry about forgetting your keys – the multi-point locks of your VistaLuxe Collection, Ultra Series and Heritage 
Series inswing and outswing entrance doors can be engaged or disengaged electronically for easy, secure operation. 
Electronic multi-point locks can be factory-installed into a door panel and integrated with operating systems for 
fingerprint swipe activation. In addition, the doors can automatically lock when closed.
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*The Oil-Rubbed finish is a living finish, which means that it will change appearance over time with use.
†PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) finish is an application over the color which helps protect the hardware against tarnishing, peeling and cracking.

Non-Adjustable Hinges

Residential-grade 
4" x 4" ball-bearing with 

1/4" radius corners
Antique 
Nickel

Antique 
Brass

Antique 
Brass

Oil-
Rubbed*

Satin 
Nickel

Satin 
Nickel

Stainless 
Steel

Bright 
Brass

Bright 
Brass

Bright 
Brass

Matte 
Black

Matte 
Black

Stainless 
Steel

Stainless 
Steel

Oil-
Rubbed*

Oil-
Rubbed*

Commercial-grade 
4" x 4" ball-bearing 

with square corners

Commercial-grade 
4-1/2" x 4-1/2" 

with square corners 

Residential-grade 
4 x 3-5/8" with 

5/8" radius corners

Rustic 
Umber

Matte 
Black

Oil-
Rubbed*

Smoky 
Gray 
PVD†

Adjustable Hinges

Gold-
Painted

Silver Antique 
Nickel

Antique 
Brass

Bright 
Brass

Brushed 
Chrome 

PVD†

Satin 
Nickel 

Hinges
As standard, inswing doors feature Gold-painted 
adjustable hinges. Outswing doors feature Bright Brass 
4" x 4" non-adjustable hinges with 1/4" radius corners. 
Additional residential and commercial grade options are 
available in multiple styles, sizes and finishes. Certain 
limitations apply; talk to your dealer to find the option 
that is right for your project.
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Options & Accessories

Wire Brush Finish
Most Kolbe wood doors can be further enhanced by our wire brushed finish. 
Wire brushing creates a rugged texture and adds character – the perfect option 
to complement any rustic-styled home. Due to the nature of the finish, certain 
limitations apply. Wire brushed products must be stained or painted in the field.

ADA-compliant sill 
for entrance doors

Lever handles in a variety 
of styles for swinging 

doors

Many of these options meet standards of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Other options, such as taller bottom rails on doors, are also available to meet these standards.
Certain product limitations and modifications may apply. Please contact your local Kolbe dealer for more information.

Wider door sizes help provide 
additional space for those 

who use mobility aids.

Impact Performance Modifications*

Many of our products are available with performance packages to meet 
even the strictest building code requirements. Depending on the criteria, 
Kolbe offers high performance and impact performance products to 
improve air, water and structural ratings or sound transmittance ratings. 
Products are specially designed with the strength and durability to 
withstand hurricane force winds and flying debris in the coastal regions. 
Contact your Kolbe dealer for further details.

© Steve Passmore, Provo Pictures

Dentil Shelves
Dentil shelves are an option for craftsman style doors. Choose from a 4-block or a 16-block style shelf to add a custom 
look to your door. The shelves are made from a durable high density polyurethane (HDP) which will not split, rot or warp. 
Each piece has an oak grain texture and can be stained or painted to match the finish of your door. 

Universal Design
To meet the needs of homeowners with physical limitations, Kolbe offers a variety of doors that are designed to make 
independent living possible. From door sills that create a flush surface for easier passage between the interior and 
exterior, to door hardware that provides ease of operation, we have numerous options that will help make living at 
home easier.

*Impact options are not available on all products. Please ask your dealer for more information.
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We’re for people 
who take building 

to new levels.

We’re for people who are passionate about design, 
who care about the big picture and the smallest 
detail. We’re for people who aren’t satisfied with 
mainstream choices... who push the limits of what’s 
possible with the options and innovations that  
can only be found in Kolbe windows and doors.

We’re for a tradition of excellence that outlasts the 
latest design trend. The Kolbe story began with a 
family and a vision. More than 70 years after the 
Kolbe brothers began their commitment to producing 
premium quality windows and doors, products bearing 
their family name can be found in some of North 
America’s most impressive homes and businesses.

We’re for people who won’t settle for “standard.” We’re 
for limitless options and custom solutions that can only 
be found in Kolbe’s made-to-order products. Our team 
members are craftspeople who focus on building one 
window or door at a time, to create distinctive products 
that fulfill your unique vision. 

We’re for quality craftsmanship.

We’re for possibilities.

Let us bring 
your vision 
to life.

We’re for innovation.
We’re for people who want to take building to new 

levels, with advancements in not only extraordinary 
sizes and shapes, but also ground-breaking 

products. We’re for creative thinking that redefines 
what’s possible, constantly reimagining our 

windows and doors to elevate style, 
performance and functionality.

We’re for expertise.
We’re for people who dream of a personalized design 

experience. That’s why you can’t find Kolbe windows 
and doors in the aisles of a home center. Our products 

are only available through a Kolbe dealer, because 
they are as passionate about windows and doors as 

you are about bringing your vision to life. And they will 
work with you to make your dream a concrete reality.
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